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f Gregor Mendel could see us now!
Surely he’d be delighted that his
own discoveries about the inheri-
tance of traits—stemming from his
experiments in the mid-1800s with

garden peas—have become a foundation
for modern genetics.

Perhaps he’d be impressed that, with-
in the first year of the new millennium,
ARS scientists and their colleagues
worldwide expect to finish the first com-
plete map of the genes of a green plant—
a mustard called Arabidopsis thaliana,
or thale cress.

Granted, we selected this plant be-
cause of its relatively tiny genome. But
what we learn about the genes that con-
trol this plant’s life—from germination
to fruiting—will help us discover the
function of other genes in thousands of
plants—and other organisms.

We’re also mapping genomes of rice,
wheat, cotton, soybeans, corn, sugar-
beets, potatoes, tomatoes, and other
crops. And we’re not just delineating
existing genetic landscapes. We’re mov-
ing useful genes from one species to an-
other to improve a food crop’s adaptabil-
ity, flavor, nutritional value, or insect or
disease resistance—or to dramatically
improve in other ways the plants we rely
on for food, feed, or fiber or value for
their beauty.

The new and burgeoning field of bio-
informatics—also known as computa-
tional biology—is bringing together
genetics, computer science, and mathe-
matics to answer questions about gene
location, structure, and function. By
harnessing the computer’s analytical

power, we’re searching for similarities
in genes of different organisms. We’d bet
Mendel would well understand how such
similarities could speed the discovery of
genes that control prized traits.

With a dozen new automated DNA
analyzers, we hope to reveal gene se-
quences in days instead of weeks,
months, or years.

We’d tell Mendel how we help run
the publicly accessible computer cata-
logs of plant genes. He could “surf the
web” to the GrainGenes database—a
treasury of genes of wheat, barley, and
other grains. Or SolGenes, the world’s
most comprehensive genome database
for solanaceous crops like tomatoes, pep-
pers, and potatoes.

Once he’d had a chance to take this
all in, we would expect—would hope
for—some suggestions. Objective scru-
tiny, after all, is essential to the scientif-
ic investigations of every era.

Though fun to imagine, Mendel of
course cannot visit our labs, given that
he died in 1884. It wasn’t until the first
year of a new century—1900—that his
discoveries of the natural laws of
heredity began to become generally
known. But today, 100 years later, the
determination, dedication, and sense of
wonder that characterized Mendel and
other early geneticists are still alive and
well in ARS laboratories.—By Marcia
Wood, ARS.
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A retooled gene in tomatoes controls
ripening to give better flavor and shelf life.
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Electron microscope invented.

Growing plants in water—hydroponics—
invented.

Bouquets carried on Graf Zeppelin’s first
transatlantic flight showed the role air
travel could play in transporting insect
pests and plant diseases.

Great Depression began.


